Abstract In many applications of interest one is faced with the problem of identifying precursor events for extraordinary phenomena. We investigate this problem within the framework of Temporal Data Mining. The concept of Precursor Rule is defined in terms of events and sequences of events. Precursor Rules relate Precursor Events extracted from input time series with Phenomenon events extracted from output time series. A methodology is proposed for extracting Precursor Rules from databases containing time series related to different regimes of a system. Given a fixed output time series containing one or more Phenomenon events, a key contribution of this paper is to show that the Granger Causality Test (GCT) can be used for ranking candidate time series according to the likelihood that Precursor Rules exist. Time Series Quantization is performed for extracting Phenomenon events and Precursor events, but GCT is applied to the raw time series, before Quantization and the definition of Event Types. The paper presents an analytic investigation of the utilization of the GCT for time series pairs containing impulsive time-localized structure. Following a number of approximations, the Granger Causality Index is related with the confidence of the Precursor Rules extracted from these time series pairs. An example from Network Security illustrates the effectiveness of the methodology. Using MIB (Management Information Base) datasets collected from real experiments involving Distributed Denial of Service Attacks, it is shown that Precursor Rules relating activities at Attacking Machines with Traffic Floods at Target Machines can be extracted by the method.
Introduction
In many applications of interest one is faced with the problem of identifying precursor events for extraordinary phenomena. Well known examples are earthquakes (eg. [20] ) and financial market crashes (eg. [23] ), where the benefits of determining reliable precursors cannot be overemphasized. Network Security is another field in which the determination of reliable precursors is of great importance. One would be interested in identifying abnormal activities in certain nodes of the network that precede a computer attack, such as a Denial-of-Service traffic flood (eg. [8] , [9] ). If precursor events could be identified in any of these three situations, and appropriate alarming mechanisms are in place, one is given the possibility of preventing, or at least minimizing the deleterious effects of the phenomenon. The nature of the alarming mechanisms and preventive actions in each case will depend on the confidence of the precursor event as an indicator of the occurrence of the disrupting phenomena in the near future, and the estimated time lag between the precursor event and the phenomenon. The specific nature of the phenomenon -domain information -also dictates the response in each case. As an example, precursors for computer attacks determined on a training set could be used to trigger the disconnection of offending nodes, or to trigger mechanisms to protect potential targets against disruptive traffic. Such rules could also be used on a forensics mode, to support human personnel in the detection of the source and nature of the security violation (eg. [8] ). In these examples, the data records are numerical sequences (or time series), and the objective is to extract rules relating certain events (the precursors) in a certain variable, with events (the phenomenon) on another variable. Given an ensemble of time series, three interrelated questions can be posed: (1) Determining the variables where the phenomenon is most evident -the ouputs, and characterize the phenomenon as an event in these variables (a sudden drop, an oscillation, etc.); (2) Given the outputs, determine the variables where the precursors can be found -inputs; and (3) Given the inputs, determine the precursors, again as events. Problems of this nature have been addressed implicitly or explicitly by the Statistics and Control Theory research communities for many decades now, under the headings of Time Series Analysis (eg. [15] ) and System Identification (eg. [18] ). The main emphasis in these disciplines has been in first extracting global models describing the evolution of the ensemble of the time series, and then to infer relationships among the variables using these models. The models themselves are very important for these disciplines, as they can be used for designing controllers or compensators in control engineering applications (eg. [17] ), or for forecasting in many fields, such as Economics and Geophysics (eg. [7] ). For lack of a better name, we call these efforts and their attending techniques as the Classical Statistical approach.
The Data Mining approach on the other hand is concerned with the direct extraction of the rules themselves. In [1] the authors introduced an unifying framework, allowing the study of problems related to classification, associations and sequences in an integrated fashion. More recently, several schemes directed to the extraction of rules from sequential data have been proposed - [2] , [3] , [5] , [12] , [16] and [19] . In special, the concepts of Events and Episodes formalized in [19] , and the extraction of local patterns in time series discussed in [12] bear special significance for the subject of this paper. As discussed in the sequel, Phenomenon Characterization in the output time series and Precursor Characterization in the input time series can be understood as special cases of Time Series Quantization and resulting Event Alphabet Construction, in the spirit of [12] . Furthermore, the Precursor ⇒ Phenomenon rules can be understood as a special type of Serial Episode Rule, in the spirit of [19] .
Given a fixed output time series containing one or more Phenomenon events, a key contribution of this paper is to show that a Classical Statistical Method -the Granger Causality Test (GCT, [14] ) -can be used for ranking candidate time series according to the likelihood that rules of the form Precursor ⇒ Phenomenon will be present. GCT is applied to the raw time series, i.e. before Quantization and Event Construction. Hence, the time granularity ( [5] ) needed for optimal Phenomenon Characterization and Precursor Characterization is not an explicit parameter in the proposed method. Generally speaking, the candidate input time series are ranked according to the likelihood that good rules will exist. It is also expected that the higher the rank (Granger Causality Index -GCI), the simpler will be the resulting Quantization Problem. The GCT has been originally formulated for inferring causality among stationary processes. We show in this paper that valuable inferences can be drawn when applying the test to pairs of time series containing time-localized information. Under certain idealized conditions and suitable approximations, it is shown that the GCI corresponding to the input-output pair (u, y) is proportional to the confidence of the Precursor ⇒ Phenomenon rules to be extracted from this input-output pair. It suggests the GCT as an Exploratory Tool to extract pairs of time series more likely to contain good rules. Roughly speaking, if the GCI is high for the pair (u, y), and time-localized structure is present in both time series, it signifies that Precursor ⇒ Phenomenon rules having high confidence are likely to exist for the pair.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we define Precursor Rules in terms of events and sequences of events, and propose a methodology for extracting such rules from databases containing time series related to different regimes of a system. Section 3 discusses the Granger Causality Test, and suggests its role as an Exploratory Tool for extracting Precursor Rules. Section 4 presents an analytic investigation of the utilization GCT for time series pairs containing impulsive time-localized structure. Following a number of approximations, the GCI is related with the confidence of the Precursor Rules extracted from time series pairs. Section 5 illustrates the applicability of the methodology discussed in 2 for the case of Network Security. Using MIB (Management Information Base) datasets collected from real experiments involving Distributed Denial of Service Attacks (eg. [11] ), it is shown that Precursor Rules relating activities at Attacking Machines with Traffic Floods at Target Machines can be extracted by the method. Section 6 closes the paper, with our Conclusions. 
A Methodology for Extracting Precursors
T , where z i (k), i = 1, 2, · · · , m and k = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1 are the kth elements of the individual time series z i that form Z. It is assumed that all z i (k) are recorded at the same instant of time, which allows the common index k to be used for their specification. The multivariate time series {Z(k)} is represented as an m × N matrix of numerical variables. We call m the dimension of {Z(k)}, and N its size. A collection of multivariate time series is a finite set of multivariate time series corresponding to the same variables, but not necessarily having the same size. The jth element of the collection Z is denoted as
Collections of multivariate time series will be associated with the regimes of operation of the system of interest. In the earthquake prediction example, one can consider a Normal Collection N , corresponding to periods of time when no earthquake is detected, and an Abnormal Collection A, corresponding to periods of time during which earthquakes are known to be present. In the case of Network Security, N corresponds to normal network activity, while A corresponds to periods of time during which an attack is detected. C N denotes the number of elements in the collection N , while C A denotes the number of elements in collection A. Finally, we call the dataset ID as the union of the two collections. ID represents the Training Set, from where knowledge is to be extracted.
Events, Event Sequences and Precursor Rules
Events are defined in [19] as an ordered pair (A, κ) where κ = 0, 1, 2, · · · , K − 1 is a time index representing the occurrence time of the event and A ∈ E is an Event Type. E is a finite set in [19] , which we call the Event Alphabet. Event types provide a framework for transforming the raw time series data into more meaningful descriptions. As an example, consider the following procedure for transforming a time series {z(k)} having an even size N , into an an event sequence { (κ)} with size K = N 2 and Event Alphabet E = {E 1 
• Otherwise, (κ) = E 2 , for κ = 
The m variables can be split into two subsets: Output variables y
3. The output variables are the ones in which the phenomenon of interest manifests itself. In the Financial Markets example, typical outputs are the various indices of market performance, or the performance of an individual stock of interest. The phenomenon is typically a sudden increase or decrease of the index, although more subtle statistical variations could be studied within this framework. It is assumed however the Phenomenon is time-localized.
4. The Phenomenon is only observed at collection A.
5. The candidate input variables correspond to variables that may be or may not be related to the occurrence of the phenomenon observed in the output variables. In the Financial Markets example, typical candidate inputs can be macroeconomic variables, such as money supply, unemployment rates, etc. or the performance of other related stocks. It is assumed that the "true" input variables have some time-localized structure, that correspond to the Precursors.
Problem Set-Up and Objectives
Given the assumptions above, we identify three interrelated problems related to the extraction of knowledge from the dataset ID. To simplify our discussion, it is assumed that m 1 = 1, i.e. the Phenomenon is only observed on a sigle output. 
, and min j Max( N ζ j ) = 300, a threshold of say, 200 separates the two collections. Event sequences constructed using the procedure in the example of section 2.1 will be such that the event type E 2 never occurs on time series belonging to collection N , and will occur at least once in all time series belonging to collection A. If the occurrences of E 2 are time-localized, i.e.
A j (κ) = E 1 most of the time, except for few isolated spikes where E 2 is present, then E 2 is a good characterization of the Phenomenon of interest. In many problems, such as Earthquakes, Stock Market Crashes and Computer Attacks the problem of Phenomenon Characterization is very simple. As shown in section 5, the output variables related to traffic counting in machines that are targets of Denial of Service Attacks records readings of 50,000 units during an Attack, compared with about 100 units during normal operation. Also, these bursts are time localized, i.e. the time series in collection A remain at readings of about 100 units (similar to collection N ), except for the bursts characterizing the presence of the attack.
Problem 2: Identifying the Input Variables
This is the main focus of interest in this paper. The objective is to select which among the m 2 variables contain precursors for the phenomenon observed in the output. The objective is to obtain time series for which high confidence Precursor Rules of the type A ⇒ τ B exist, where B is the Phenomenon Characterized in Problem 1, while A is an event extracted from the candidate time series. Notice that τ is not known. Hence, it is not advisable at this stage to do Time Series Quantization at the candidate inputs, as valuable Precursor Information may be destroyed in the process. Clearly, we need a procedure capable of performing the following two tasks: (1) Detection: Given an input-output pair ({u(k)}, {y(k)}) measure the likelihood that a rule of the type A ⇒ τ B exists, where A is a Precursor extracted from {u(k)} and B is a Phenomenon extracted from {y(k)} without knowing the true nature of the Precursor, or the delay between Precursor and Phenomenon; (2) Gradation: Given a fixed output and m 2 candidate inputs, rank candidate input variables according to the likelihood that Precursor Rules exist, without knowing the true nature of the Precursor, neither the delay between Precursor and Phenomenon. We show that the GCT is an adequate procedure for addressing both tasks.
Problem 3: Precursor Characterization
Given the input variables that are most likely to contain Precursors, the problem of Precursor Characterization is to extract the Precursors as time-localized occurrences in the time series through a process of Time Series Discretization of the same nature as Problem 1. The key point however, is that following the solution of Problem 2, one has evidence that these time-localized occurrences give rise to Event Types that are related to the Phenomenon at the output through a rule of the type A ⇒ τ B.
Procedure
Based on the above, we suggest the following Procedure for extracting Precursor Rules relating Phenomenon in the outputs with Precursors at candidate inputs:
• Step 1: Solve Problem 1 through adequate Time Series Quantization at the output time series.
• Step 2: Solve Problem 2 by applying the GCT to all input-output pairs
and compute the GCI g i corresponding to each candidate input. Select candidate inputs either by setting a threshold on g i , or by choosing the top v scores, where typically v m 2 .
• Step 3: Solve Problem 3 through adequate Time Series Quantization of the input time series selected on Step 2. The objective is to extract time-localized structures at the selected inputs that precede the Phenomenon in the output. Discard input time series that do not show time-localized structure preceding the Phenomenon 2 . At the end of this step, one has determined the Phenomenon and Precursor events of interest, as well as a number of candidate Precursor Rules of the form Precursor τ ⇐ Phenomenon.
• Step 4: Compute the confidence of the associated Causal Rules Precursor τ ⇒ Phenomenon, and select the best ones either by thresholding or ranking. At this Step we are verifying if indeed the Precursor events at the inputs are preceding the Phenomenon events at the output.
In the next section we will describe the GCT, and demonstrate its suitability as an Exploring Tool for Knowledge Discovery, targeted on Step 2 above. In section 5 we describe the results obtained when applying this procedure in the extraction of Precursor Rules relating Attacking Nodes with Target Nodes in various types of Distributed Denial of Service Attacks.
Detection and Gradation of Causality in Time Series

Notation and Definitions
The following notation and nomenclature is used extensively in the following sections. It is commonly used in Statistics and Systems Science. The reader is referred to standard textbooks in these areas for more details -eg. [15] or [17] . 
The Granger Causality Test as an Exploratory Tool
Testing for causality in the sense of Granger involves using statistical tools for testing whether lagged information on a variable u provides any statistically significant information about the variable y. If not, then u does not Granger-cause y. The Granger Causality Test (GCT - [14] ) compares the residuals of an AutoRegressive Model (AR Model) with the residuals of an AutoRegressive Moving Average Model (ARMA Model). Assume a particular lag length p, and estimate the a i and b i parameters (1 ≤ i ≤ p) in the following unrestricted equation:
Parameter estimation is performed using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) - [15] . If {y(k)} and {u(k)} are time series of size N , it results on a regression with T := N − p equations, out of which 2p parameters are estimated. The computational cost of the procedure is O(T 2 ). The Null Hypothesis H 0 of the GCT is given by:
i.e. u does not affect y up to a delay of p units. The null hypothesis is tested by estimating the parameters of the following restricted equation
Again, estimation of the δ parameters lead to an OLS problem with T equations. The procedure of the GCT is as follows. Let R 1 and R 2 denote the sum of the squared residuals under the two cases:
If the Granger Causality Index (GCI) g given by:
is greater than the specified critical value for the F −test, then reject the null hypothesis that u does not Granger-cause y. As g increases, the p−value 3 associated with the pair ({u(k)}, {y(k)}) decreases, lending more evidence that the Null Hypothesis is false. In other words, high values of g are to be understood as representing strong evidence that u is causally related to y. In this work, we utilize the GCT in a exploratory manner, to compare the causality strength of two candidate input time series with respect to a given output. Following the p−value interpretation, we say that {u 1 (k)} is more likely to {u 2 (k)} to be causally related with {y(k)} if g 1 > g 2 , where g i , i = 1, 2 denote the GCI for the input-output pair (u i , y). We may be interested in selecting the top 5 or 10 individual candidate input time series that are more likely to be causally related to {y(k)} for more detailed inspection. The GCI is an adequate index to perform this selection.
Remark 1 (Measuring the causality strength of multiple inputs).
GCT can be extended to the case when one has multiple inputs, and wishes to decide which are the most relevant n-ples out of a large set of candidates (eg. [15] , [6] ). As in other Regression Problems, the most relevant n-ple is not necessarily the one having the top individual scores. One has to compute the combined score of each n-ple, which in general is not monotonically related to the sum of the individual scores from each element. ✷
Remark 2 (Causality and Data Mining -Related Work).
In [21] the authors investigate the extraction of causal relationships in market basket data. The Causality Tests in their works is essentially different than ours, since time component is not present in their work. Their objective is to disentangle causal relationships from triples of interrelated static variables. The Precursor Rules investigated in the paper are different than the Causal Rules studied in [21] . ✷
GCT and the Extraction of Precursor RulesModeling and Theoretical Developments
In usual statistical practice, the GCT is utilized to decide if a given u causes y for a specified significance level. No assumption is made about the presence (or absence) of localized structure in the time series. In these cases, one is interested in gauging how the time series u affects the time series y as a whole. However, in the problem at hand, we are ultimately interested in extracting rules relating time-localized segments of the time series. In our context, the GCT is merely an intermediate step in this process. We argue as follows: if time-localized structures at u consistently precede time-localized structures at y, there is good evidence that events in u are related to events in y. The localized structures will be examined separately at u and y after the existence of a causality relation between the two time series is suggested by GCT. The determination of these structures correspond to Steps 1 and 3 in section 2. In this section, we investigate how GCT behaves when time series with localized structure are tested for causality. If GCT is used to identify the presence of a causal relationship between two variables, it is implicitly assumed that these variables are related by a model of the form (1) , where e 1 (k) is a noise term that captures the mismatch between the recordings and the model output. Let y represent the output variable that displays the phenomenon, and u represent the unknown input variable which triggers the phenomenon. Following section 2, we model the relationship between u and y as follows:
r represents the delay between the input and the output, γ is an amplification gain typically large 4 (γ 1), while H(q −1 ) models the dynamic interaction between u and y. It is assumed that H(q −1 ) is a FIR with size L. It is also assumed that an upper bound ρ for r is available, i.e. we are only interested in Precursor Rules of the form A ⇒ ρ B, where 1 ≤ r ≤ ρ. Knowledge of ρ is needed for selecting the prediction window p for performing GCT. The obvious choice for p is to take p = ρ + L. The event A is to be mined from u, while the event B is to be mined from y. w(k) is the noise process, which we assume to be zero mean Gaussian white noise with variance σ 2 , i.e. w(k) ∼ n(0, σ 2 ), for all k. We expect this model to be a good description for collection A. Let
is written in terms of its Impulse Response as outlined in section 3.1. To complete the modeling, we need to characterize the input signal u. Since we will be looking for time-localized events, we assume that u has a time-localized structure, as depicted in Figure  1 . In particular, u(k) is defined as:
Here, N is the size of the collected dataset. In the absence of noise (w(k) ≡ 0), the output y(k) essentially follows its impulse response each time inputs are applied at a i , i = 1, · · · , n, as depicted in Figure 1 . The blips at u happening at each time sample a i model the Precursors, while the response at y according to the Impulse Response of γH(q −1 ) models the Phenomenon. If the GCT is applied to time series coinciding with the idealized signals, we will have g = ∞, since R 0 is finite, while R 1 = 0, assuming the parameters of q −r γH(q −1 ) are correctly estimated in equation (1) 5 . Notice that the time elapsed between two consecutive blips (a i − a i−1 ) is assumed to be larger than the time elapsed between the blip and the entire response due to the blip. This assumption serves to "isolate" each individual Precursor ⇒ Phenomenon occurrence. When σ > 0, one is interested in evaluating how GCT performs, i.e. in determining the relationship between the GCI and the other quantities in the problem. g is a random variable in this case, so IE(g) is the quantity of interest. Theorems 1 and 2 are the main results of this section: Theorem 1 (The GCI for the idealized signals). Assume that time series {y * (k)} and {u * (k)} with size N are generated from equation (4) with u * (k) given by equation (5),
) σ 2 and p ≥ r + L, the expected value of GCI for the pair ({u * (k)}, {y * (k)}) computed using equation (3) can be approximated by:
Theorem 2 (The GCI for input signals missing a few blips). Assume {y * (k)} and {u * (k)} with size N satisfy the conditions in Theorem 1. Let I ⊂ {1, 2, · · · , n} denote a non-empty collection of indices. Define u I (k) as follows:
i.e. u I (k) has only a fraction of the blips present in u
and p ≥ r + L, the expected value of GCI for the pair ({u I (k), y * (k)}) computed using equation (3) can be approximated by:
The proof of Theorem 1 is sketched in Appendix A. Due to space limitations, the proof of Theorem 2 is omitted. A number of key observations can be made.
The term S
can be understood as the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) between the input blips carrying the Precursors to be extracted, and the noise present in the estimation window of length p. IE(g * ) grows with S * , which intuitively means that for u signals of the type shown in Figure 1 , if a larger value of g is observed, it indicates that it is more likely that Precursors could be found. This is certainly a desirable property.
The term
can be understood as an amplification gain between the input and the output. GCI is proportional to λ.
3. As N → ∞, IE(g * ) converges to λS * , which is a constant. Hence, the corresponding expected p−value converge to zero. The interpretation is that for a fixed SNR, the certainty that the pair (u, y) is Granger causal grows with N . This is also a desirable property.
4. Finally, we turn our attention to equation (8) . This expression allows one to relate IE(g I ) with the confidence of Precursor Rules extracted from the pair ({u
Step 2, the resulting Time Series Quantization in Step 3 is trivial: just define
where B is obtained by performing Step 1 in {y * (k)}. The confidence of this rule is given by
n , where #(I) denotes the number of elements in I. This follows from the fact that among the n times event B occurs, the E 1 event occurs only #(I) times. Consider now two time sequences {u I1 (k)} and {u I2 (k)} with I 1 ⊂ I 2 , i.e. {u I2 (k)} contains all the blips contained in {u I1 (k)} plus a few more. It is clear from equation (8) 
It essentially means that higher values of g are associated with Precursor Rules with higher confidence, which is another property that indicates the suitability of the GCT as an Exploratory Tool for extracting Precursor Rules.
Remark 3 (Evaluating the approximations for IE(g * ) and IE(g I ))
. We have conducted several numerical experiments to evaluate the accuracy of the approximations in Theorems 1 and 2. Due to space limitations, only the highlights are given. We have considered transfer functions T (q −1 ) of order 5 and higher, and datasets including 10 to 20 input blips. Our main experiments were performed for datasets with sizes varying from 1, 000 to 10, 000.
1. For σ → 0 and holding the amplitude of the blips constant, we observed that IE(g * ) and IE(g I ) computed according Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 to become closer and closer to the empirical mean of the GCIs computed through Monte Carlo experiments following the statistical models in the statement of the Theorems. Typically, for γ
≈ 100 we have the approximated values lying within 5% of the sample mean.
2. As σ increases, the approximation tends to give values higher than the empirical mean. But even for
as low as 5, the approximation remain within 20% of the sample mean.
3. The approximation for IE(g I ) was found to be effective for ranking candidate input variables, even for large values of σ. By effective we mean the following. We ran Monte Carlo experiments computing the GCI for inputs corresponding to various choices of I in Theorem 2. The empirical means were computed in each case. We noticed that the rank of the inputs according to the empirical mean of GCI closely matches the rank computed following the IE(g I ) approximated by equation (8), even though the individual values of IE(g I ) do not match the corresponding empirical means. ✷
Precursor Rules for Distributed Denial of Service Attacks
DDoS Attacks and the experiments
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks have two phases, and involve three classes of systems: the Master, the Slaves, and the Target (eg. [11] ). In the first phase of the attack, the Master infiltrates multiple computer systems, and installs the DDoS tools, which are scripts capable of generating large volumes of traffic under command from the Master. We call these infiltrated systems the Slaves. The second phase is the actual DDoS attack. Under command from the Master, the Slaves generate network traffic to bring down the Target system. We assume that the Master is not under monitoring, but the Target and a few Slaves (not all) are. attacks was produced at North Carolina State University (NCSU). All the nodes (attackers and targets) were linked to a common Ethernet. The Network Management System collected 64 MIB variables corresponding to four SNMP MIB (Management Information Base - [22] ) groups: ip, icmp, tcp and udp. Variables were collected for intervals of 2 hours, at a sample rate of 5 seconds. The details can be found in [9] . We used the data corresponding to both Attack Runs (Collection A) and Normal Runs (Collection N ) as described below: Attack Runs -Collection A: Three types of DDoS attacks produced by TFN2K (Ping Flood and Targa3) and Trin00 (UDP Flood) were effected. During each of the attacks, MIBs were collected for the Attacking Machine and for the Target. TFN2K and Trin00 are the names of the hacker toolkits, while Ping Flood, Targa3 and UDP Flood are types of DoS attacks they induce. The time series for MIB variables corresponding to counter variables were differentiated. Two runs were recorded for each type of attack. According to the terminology introduced earlier, Attacker 1 and Attacker 2 are Slaves; the Master is not under monitoring from the Network Management System, so no time series are available for the Master. Normal Runs Collection N : MIBs were collected during times when the machines were not being targets of attacks, nor being the attackers. 12 runs are available for the Target Machine, 7 runs are available for Attacker 1, and 14 runs are available for Attacker 2.
The data set includes events starting on T2, defined in Figure 2 ; the DDoS tools are assumed to be already installed in the Attacking Machines when the Attack Runs start. Hence, prospective Precursor Rules should relate events in T2 or T3 at the Attacker with events in T4 and T5 at the Target. To illustrate the nature of the MIB variables and their relevance for attack detection during a TFN2K Ping Flood Attack, Figure 3 depicts icmpInEchos at the Target, aligned with four MIB variables at the Attacker Machine that show remarkable activity before the pings reach the target. These are ipOutRequests, icmpInEchoReps, tcpInErrs and udpInErrors. These four variables were obtained from domain knowledge about the TFN2K Ping Flood attack. In practice, we need a procedure to extract these Key Variables for the Attacker automatically, from the entire collection of MIB data at the Attacker Machine. This is exactly the problem addressed in this paper. In the sequel, we show the results obtained using the methodology in section 2 for the case of the TFN2K Ping Flood Attack. Similar results were also verified for the other two types of DDoS attacks ( [8] , [9] ). Copyright © by SIAM. Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited
TFN2K Ping Flood -Extracting Precursor Rules
The four steps presented in section 2 were followed:
Step 1: Phenomenon Characterization The Ping Flood attack is effected by sending a large amount of ICMPECHOREQUEST packets to the Target. Clearly, icmpInEchos is the output in this case. As shown in Figure 3 Phenomenon Characterization is very simple, considering that icmpInEchos never rises above a few hundred unit during Normal Runs.
Step 2: Extracting inputs containing Precursors In this step, we attempt to determine the variables at the Attacker Machine that contain Precursors. Based on [11] , we have domain knowledge (Ground Truth - Table  1 ) about the Key Variables at the Attacker for TFN2K. The GCT was applied for two runs of TFN2K Ping Flood. T4 events happen more than once in each run, as shown in Figure 3 . To test the validity of the GCT for automatically extracting the Key Variables at the Attacker, we consider a scenario in which there are nine potential Attackers against the Target: the true attacker and eight decoys corresponding to the normal runs. We then apply the GCT to measure the causality strength of all MIB variables in the potential attackers, with respect to the Key Variable at the Target in each of the Attacks. MIB variables at potential attackers resulting on a GCI statistic above the threshold for 95% significance level were considered to Granger-cause the Key Variables at the Target, and where kept for analysis in Step 3. The selected variables and scores are shown in Table 2 for one of the Runs. Comparing Tables 1 and 2 it is clear that GCT extracted all Ground Truth Variables in this case. We count detections whenever the ground-truth variables described in [11] are correctly picked by the GCT. False alarms correspond to MIB variables being flagged in the decoys. Table 3 summarizes the results for both runs. Notice that at least one "true" MIB variable at the Attacker is detected in each run. The FA (False Alarm) Rate for Decoy MIBs is obtained by computing the total number of significant MIB variables found in all normal runs, divided by the total number of MIB variables.
Steps 3 and 4: Precursors Characterization and Pruning the Precursor Rules
The Key Variables at the Attacker determined in Step 2 are labeled as causally related with the Attack at the Target, but we still need to find the Precursors. As discussed in section 2, we have a problem of Time Series Quantization. We looked for jumps in the MIB variables, by monitoring the absolute values of the differentiated time series 
Conclusions
A principled methodology was proposed and evaluated for extracting Precursor Rules from Time Series. The paper presents an analytic investigation of the utilization of the Granger Causality Test for time series pairs containing impulsive time-localized structure. The Granger Causality Index is related with the confidence of the Precursor Rules extracted from these time series pairs. While the work has been motivated by our research in Network Security (eg. [9] , [8] ), we expect that the proposed methodology is general enough to be successfully applied in other fields.
A Proof of Theorem 1
Due to the space limitations, we prove the result for the simpler case H(q −1 ) = 1, i.e. the model relating the Precursor-carrying input and the Phenomenon-carrying output is given by:
The general proof follow along the same lines, by replacing the γA i terms at the output localized at the a i + r by the corresponding Impulse Responses. As described in Remark 3 we have verified the validity of the approximation for moderate values of σ 2 . As in the statement of the Theorem, {u * (k)} is produced by equation (5), and {y * (k)} is produced as the output of the model given by equation (9) when the input is {u * (k)}, i.e. y * (k) = γu * (k − r) + w(k). {u * (k)} and {y * (k)} are time series of size N . We now define the following predictors and prediction errors valid for k = p + 1, p + 2, · · · , N, and the corresponding Residual Sum of Squares:
•ŷ * 1 (k): Obtained by fitting an ARMA model (equation (1)) to the pair ({u * (k)}, {y * (k)}).
•ŷ * 0 (k): Obtained by fitting an AR model (equation (2)) to the pair ({u * (k)}, {y * (k)}).
• e * and therefore, using the fact that {u * (k)} is defined as equation (5):
where we approximate the random variable R * 0 − R * 1 by its mean γ 2 n i=1 A 2 i , which is warranted by the fact that its mean is much larger than its standard deviation. Now, from equation (3) with T = N − p:
Since w(k) ∼ n(0, σ 2 ) it follows that , which substituted in equation (11) gives equation (6) , completing the proof.
